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Praised for its vivid recreation of this tumultuous period in U.S. history and for its accuracy in depicting King's
personal and public lives, this volume is the long-awaited conclusion! LBJ signs the Civil Rights bill into law
and Martin Luther King and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference begin their northern campaign by
moving into the Chicago neighborhood of North Lawndale, Illinois. After a largely unsuccessful effort to
reduce racial tensions and organize Black resistance into a democratic political force, King is persuaded to go
to Memphis to lead a march in support of the city's sanitation workers. The march turns violent, but in order to
maintain his credibility, King decides to go back and try to lead a second, peaceful march. His return trip to
Memphis will be the last trip King makes. Anderson's writing and art illuminates King's deeply felt personal
commitment to a public cause, as well as the wider political eruptions the country was experiencing, through
a rare and skillful combination of realistic and expressionistic imagery and naturalistic dialogue. This is a
respectful, unsparing, truthful biography of a man and his times that captures the moral and political gravitas
of the cause as well as its human dimension. Anderson's successful use of comics to tell a major work of
history has drawn favorable comparisons to Art Spiegelman's Maus: A Survivor's Tale and Joe Sacco's
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Palestine.
"[Anderson]'s dramatized the Civil Rights movement through its failings and factuional disputes as much as
through its myth-like social triumphs." – Publishers Weekly
"King goes beyond history to examine life's complications, particularly pertaining to racial relations. King the
character becomes the personification of these complications... Rare and vital, Ho Che Anderson's King adds
a significant contribution to the depth of artistry and subject matter in the world of graphic literature." –
Time.com
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